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Digital Dome Theaters:
Real World Specifications

 
The goal of this presentation is to provide a clear set of 
tools for understanding what specifications really matter 
in a digital dome theater.  The focus will be on 
Brightness, Contrast and Resolution. The focus is 
intentionally blurry.
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Real World Specifications

BRIGHTNESS

Premise: Once above a minimum threshold of brightness, ambient light control is far more effective than  
brighter projection.

Brightness is measured in the US in foot-Lamberts (ft-L).  Rather than 
explain how Mr. Lambert got his name on this concept, let's just give 
some typical examples of screen brightness,

• Movie Theater Standard:  12-15 ft-L
• Analog Planetariums:  0.5-1.0 ft-L
• Color (Photopic) Vision starts at 1.0 ft-L

The perceived brightness (right) goes as the logarithm of measured flux 
(brightness).  In the real world, a 3000 lumen projector will appear only 
15% dimmer than one of 4000 lumens all else being equal.  Color 
saturation is as, or more, important than brightness.  This is why slightly 
dimmer 3-chip projectors with greater color saturation perform better 
than “brighter” single-chip solutions.

Calculating Screen Brightness: 

where,

P_output = Output of the projector (Lumens)

Panel_use = Percentage of the projector 
display that falls on the screen.  For example, 
a 1400x1050 truncated projection uses 83% 
while a 1050x1050 fulldome uses only 59%

T = Transmission of the lens (typically 85%)

R = Reflectance of the screen.  For example, 
an OpenDome fabric screen reflects 55% while 
a typical Perforated Aluminum (light grey) 
reflects 38%

Screen_area = Total area of the screen (sq. 
ft) and

0.45 = Conversion Factor that accounts for 
our jumping between metric and other 
antiquated units. 

One final note, the instantaneous dynamic range of the eye is about 200:1.  If the ambient light in the 
theater is below 0.5% (1/200) of the screen brightness, then observers will be properly dark adapted.  This 
leads directly to the next section: Contrast.

Conclusion: Use the graph above as a  guideline for determining projector brightness based on dome size  
(meters) and projection style (truncated vs. fulldome).  It assumes a desired screen brightness of 1 ft-L and  
a screen reflectance of 38%.  Consider and limit all sources of ambient light, especially those that will  
directly illuminate the screen.
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Brightness  ft−L=
Poutput∗Paneluse∗T∗R∗0.45

Screenarea



Real World Specifications

Contrast 
(shame on you Texas Instruments) 

Premise: Few digital projectors deliver ANSI contrast ratios higher than 500:1.  What's more, better  
contrast than this is only important in multi-projector edge-blended systems.

ANSI vs Peak Contrast:  Until the late 1990's the projection industry standard was to specify ANSI contrast 
ratios.  Because DLP technology from Texas Instruments performed so poorly in this measure, TI and all 
companies using DLP technology began specifying Peak contrast ratio.  The difference is critical.

ANSI contrast is measured by projecting a checkerboard pattern and then comparing white to black regions. 
Peak contrast measures full on (white) to full off (black).  In the real world, ANSI contrast is much closer to 
the performance one can expect.  The following image and table show contrast ratio measurements for an 
LCD and DLP projector done in 2003.

Contrast Epson 715c 
(LCD)

NEC LT240k 
(DLP)

Stated 320:1 2000:1

Peak 317:1 1940:1

ANSI 317:1 305:1

Notice that the DLP projector actually performed worse than the LCD projector in the ANSI measurement. 
While projector technology has improved in the last 7 years, ANSI contrast levels for high end projectors are 
still in the 500:1 region.

Projector vs Dome Limited contrast:  The situation gets worse in domed environments where secondary 
reflections further degrade the contrast.  These environments operate within two contrast regimes, Projector 
Limited and Dome Limited.  A typical Projector Limited situation in a dome is a star field with no moon.  In 
this case, the black background is roughly determined by the projector(s) black level.  Opto-mechanical 
planetariums outperform digital projectors in this regime by providing blacker blacks.  

Fortunately most immersive environments do not relegate themselves solely to images of the night sky. 
However, even the simple addition of a close up view of a moon or planet moves display into the Dome 
Limited contrast regime where secondary reflections wash out the image.  Tests have shown that when 
projecting a checkerboard ANSI contrast pattern into a hemisphere (dome) one can expect about 10:1 
contrast.  Now you can see how projector contrast is not as critical as we are lead to believe.

What can be done to improve Dome Limited (DL) contrast? Single channel systems have an advantage over 
multi-projector systems in that they can use a combination of dome shape and screen gain to make 
measurable improvements in DL contrast.  DL contrast can be improved in any dome by painting everything 
black – including the screen!  It is relatively obvious that uing light absorbing materials for the seats, walls 
and carpeting will reduce back scattering onto the dome.  But painting the screen black (or grey) is less 
obvious.  This works by greatly reducing the intensity of light that is scattered two or more times.

Conclusion: Expect projector limited contrast of about 500:1 no matter what the Peak contrast rating.  To  
improve Dome Limited contrast, darken your room (carpet, chairs, desks should all absorb light), paint your  
screen grey.  If using a single projector system optimizing screen gain and dome shape can make significant  
improvements.
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ANSI contrast images.  LCD (left) measured 317:1 while  
the DLP (right) measured 305:1



Real World Specifications

RESOLUTION

Premise:  It is commonly accepted that the limit of resolution for a “standard observer” is 1 arcmin (or 60  
cycles/degree).  Attempting to achieve that resolution in digital dome theater is a waste of resources.  Like  
Brightness there is a minimum resolution threshold above which other factors become more important than  
the number of pixels.

The best measure of visual acuity is the Contrast Sensitivity Function which is a measure of our ability to 
resolve objects of a given spatial frequency (cycles/degree: think line pairs per degree for digital displays) 
and contrast.  Looking at the image on the left you can see that the peak of human sensitivity is about 3 
c/deg.  You can also see that where the curve crosses the bottom axis (far right) corresponds to 60 c/deg or 
1 arcmin – the human acuity threshold.

The graph on the right is more informative to real world situations where either the observer or the object 
(dome image) is moving.  In this case, human visual acuity drops tremendously.  Motion of only 4 deg/s 
yields a 10x drop in visual acuity!  The image below shows where several single channel projection systems 
(truncated) fall on the CSF graph.  Notice that 1400x1050 resolution yields 3.9 c/deg just above the peak of 
human sensitivity.  This helps explain the empirical evidence that this resolution is suitable for long term use 
in dome theaters.

Conclusion: The CSF shows that even with a slight amount of motion, human visual acuity drops to the  
level where single projector systems deliver eye-limited resolution. The resources required to deliver content  
at the ultimate threshold of visual acuity are tremendous, and if either the observer or content is in motion it  
is all wasted effort.
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Contrast Sensitivity Function (above) for a static  
environment.  The CSF curves (right) move 
toward lower resolution when either the object or 
observer is moving.  Curves correspond to motion 
of 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4 etc... degrees/second. 


